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A ZnII complex based on a luminescent organic radical was doped
into host molecular crystals. The 5, 10, and 20 wt%-doped crystals
showed excimer emissions and their luminescent behaviours were
significantly modulated by an external magnetic field. These are the
first examples showing excimer emissions and magnetic-field–sensitive luminescent properties for complexes based on luminescent
radicals. The excimer species contributing to magnetoluminescence
was determined by analyzing the emission spectra and their magneticfield dependencies. These results suggest the general nature of
magnetic field effects on the luminescence of radicals as well as the
importance of the type of interaction between radicals.

Luminescent organic molecules have been developed for wideranging applications, including organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs)1 and bioimaging.2 Recently, luminescent radicals have
attracted much attention3–6 because of their unusual characteristics, such as long-wavelength emissions, the absence of heavyatom effect, and the high electron–photon conversion efficiency of
OLEDs. These properties arise from the unique spin states of
radical molecules with an unpaired electron, so that controlling
the spin state is the key to new photochemical and photophysical
properties, which are difficult to realize with conventional closedshell luminophores. We recently reported that the (3,5-dichloro-4pyridyl)bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)methyl radical (PyBTM)6b doped
into (3,5-dichloro-4-pyridyl)bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)methane
(aH-PyBTM) molecular crystals7,8 exhibits a new luminescent
property for organic radicals that stems from the interplay

between spin and luminescence. Crystals containing 10 wt%
PyBTM displayed PyBTM monomer- and PyBTM excimercentred emissions and magnetic-field–sensitive luminescence,
namely, ‘magnetoluminescence’. These studies suggested that
changes in spin multiplicities of aggregated radicals contributed to the magnetic-field effect (MFE). However, magnetoluminescence of stable radicals has to date been observed for
only a few pure organic luminescent radicals. Therefore, the
scope of candidate complexes showing magnetoluminescence
should be expanded to provide new photofunctions in organic
radicals. In particular, the development of metal–radical complexes that exhibit magnetoluminescence is a promising
approach because of the ease of controlling the molecular
and electronic structures through molecular design.
In this study, we prepared ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 (where
hfac is hexafluoroacetylacetonato; Fig. 1a) crystals in which aHPyBTM was substituted with PyBTM, and investigated their
luminescent properties at diﬀerent radical concentrations and under
an applied magnetic field. The 5, 10, and 20 wt%-substituted crystals
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Fig. 1 (a) Structures of ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2, ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)
(PyBTM), and ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2. (b and c) Spin multiplicity changes
in (b) ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2 and (c) ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) dimer.
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are the first reports of luminescent radical-coordinated metal
complexes displaying excimer emissions. Their luminescent
behaviours were modulated substantially by an external magnetic field, suggesting that magnetic-field–sensitive emission
properties may be common, even in metal complexes with
luminescent radicals. Two types of spin multiplicity changes,
which would contribute to the MFE, were assumed to occur in
this system: intramolecular changes in ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2
(Fig. 1b) and intermolecular changes in the ZnII(hfac)2(aHPyBTM)(PyBTM) dimer (Fig. 1c). Here we discuss which of these
changes contributed to the magnetoluminescence.
ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 was synthesized and characterized
by the procedure described in the ESI.† A single-crystal X-ray
diﬀraction study revealed the crystal structure of ZnII(hfac)2(aHPyBTM)2 with the triclinic space group P1% (Fig. 2). The unit cell
contains two crystallographically independent ZnII(hfac)2
(aH-PyBTM)2 molecules with almost identical structures. The
ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 crystals were isostructural with ZnII
(hfac)2(PyBTM)2 crystals9 except for the positions of the central
carbon atoms of two (aH-)PyBTMs, which were sp3-hybridized
and disordered into two positions in the former crystals while
sp2-hybridized in the latter. In one of the two crystallographically independent molecules, the trifluoromethyl groups in the
hfac ligands were also disordered in two positions.
PyBTM-substituted ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 with various
PyBTM concentrations (1, 5, 10, and 20 wt% with respect to
the sum of aH-PyBTM and PyBTM in the crystals) were prepared
as follows. PyBTM, aH-PyBTM, and ZnII(hfac)2 were dissolved in
dry dichloromethane. The solvent was allowed to evaporate
slowly under dark and ambient conditions and the PyBTMdoped ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 (PyZn_R, where R indicates the
concentration (wt%) of PyBTM) crystals were washed with dry
hexane. Powder X-ray diﬀraction (PXRD) revealed the uniformity of the crystal structures of PyZn_R (Fig. S3, ESI†). The
PXRD patterns of PyZn_1, PyZn_5, PyZn_10, and PyZn_20 were
similar to those of ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 and ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2.

Fig. 2 Crystal structure of ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 viewed along the
a-axis. Disorders of the trifluoromethyl groups and central carbon atoms
of aH-PyBTM are omitted for clarity.
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Fig. 3 Normalized emission spectra (lower, lex = 370 nm) and image
(upper, lex = 365 nm) of PyZn_R.

These results suggest that aH-PyBTM was substituted for PyBTM
while maintaining the original crystal structure. We assumed that
the ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2, ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM), and
ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2 species were randomly mixed in the crystals
(Fig. 1a).
The luminescent behaviours of PyZn_R depended strongly
on the radical concentration. PyZn_1, with the lowest radical
concentration, had a maximum emission wavelength, lem, of
595 nm upon excitation at lex = 370 nm (Fig. 3). Considering the
low concentration of PyBTM, the emission was derived from
ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM), the complex with coordinating
one radical. This spectral shape was similar to that of 1 wt%
PyBTM-doped aH-PyBTM (lem = 563 nm).7 This bathochromic
shift in emission wavelength was caused by coordination to the
positively charged zinc ion, as observed in the AuI–PyBTM
complex; the coordination was expected to lower the energy
level of the b-singly occupied molecular orbital, decreasing the
emission energy.6b,c,10 As the radical concentration increased, a
new emission band at around lem = 725 nm appeared and
emission at 595 nm was suppressed. These trends are similar to
those reported in the previous studies,7,11 and the new longwavelength emission band was attributed to the excimer. The
excimer character was confirmed by measuring the excitation
spectra of PyZn_10 at monomer- and excimer-centred emission
maximum wavelengths (lem = 595 and 725 nm, respectively).
These spectra were similar (Fig. S4, ESI†), suggesting that
the long-wavelength emission was derived from the excimer
formed after photoexcitation.12 Although ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2
and the ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) dimer were possible
candidates for the excimer, the species from which the excimer
emission originated could not be identified because they were
randomly mixed throughout the samples. We could not obtain
the emission spectrum of isolated ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2 because
of the dissociation of PyBTM, which occurred in solution9 and
during grinding with a solid matrix (Fig. S5, ESI†).
The photophysical properties of PyZn_R are summarized in
Table S1 (ESI†). PyZn_1 had the highest luminescent quantum
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yield, fem, of 18%; as the radical concentration increased, the
excimer emission appeared and the fem value of PyZn_R
decreased to 5.2% for PyZn_20. This is explained by concentration quenching in the crystals, with the quantum yield of
excimer emission being lower than that of monomer emission.
The emission lifetime at the excimer-centred emission wavelengths for PyZn_5, PyZn_10, and PyZn_20 was longer than that
at the monomer-centred emission wavelengths and the emission decay could be fitted with a single exponential curve
(Fig. S6, ESI†). This indicates that the excimer was a single
component, and thus either ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 or the
ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) dimer was emissive.
The emission spectra of PyZn_R under an external magnetic
field at 4.2 K were measured to investigate the MFE on the
luminescent behaviour. Fig. 4a shows the emission spectra of
PyZn_1, which displayed only monomer-centred emission,
under applied magnetic fields of 0, 5, 10, 15, and 18 T. The
spectra were not aﬀected by these magnetic fields, suggesting
an absence of MFE. This is consistent with our previous report,
in which isolated PyBTM did not show an MFE because of its
luminescent character being based on a doublet–doublet
transition.7 In contrast, the emissions of samples with higher
radical concentrations, PyZn_5, PyZn_10, and PyZn_20, which
displayed monomer- and excimer-centred emissions, were
clearly modulated by an external magnetic field (Fig. 4b–d).
As the applied magnetic field increased, the monomer-centred
emission at lem = 595 nm was strongly enhanced and the
excimer-centred emission at lem = 740 nm was slightly suppressed. This is the first-reported example of an MFE observed
for luminescent metal complexes with a coordinated luminescent radical. Fig. 5a and Fig. S7 (ESI†) show the intensity
changes at monomer and excimer emission wavelengths for
PyZn_5, PyZn_10, and PyZn_20. Different emission spectra of
PyZn_10 are shown in Fig. 5b. The magnitudes of the intensity

Fig. 4 Emission spectra of (a) PyZn_1, (b) PyZn_5, (c) PyZn_10, and (d)
PyZn_20 at 4.2 K under a magnetic field.
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Fig. 5 (a) Intensity changes of PyZn_10 at monomer (lem = 595 nm) and
excimer (lem = 740 nm) emission wavelengths at 4.2 K under a magnetic
field. Monomer enhancement and excimer suppression indicate the
increase in monomer intensity and the decrease in excimer emission
intensity from intensities at 0 T, respectively. (b) Diﬀerence emission
spectra (D intensity) of PyZn_10 at 4.2 K under magnetic fields compared
with the spectrum under 0 T. (c and d) Emission spectra and the monomer
and excimer emission components of (c) PyZn_5 and (d) PyZn_10.

changes at the monomer- and excimer-centred emission wavelengths were related for each sample, and the increased monomer intensities were much larger than the decreased excimer
emission intensities of PyZn_5, PyZn_10, and PyZn_20 (21, 18,
and 28 times, respectively). The monomer excited state thus had a
much higher quantum yield than the excimer excited state.
In this system, ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2 and the ZnII(hfac)2
(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) dimer were both potential contributors
to the excimer emissions and the magnetoluminescence. As
suggested by the decay curves of the excimer emissions, which
could be fitted with single components, the excimer emissive
species was either one of the two species. To determine the
excimer emissive species, the following three points were
considered. First, the abundance ratio of ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2
was statistically much smaller than that of ZnII(hfac)2
(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) in the crystals of PyZn_5 and PyZn_10
(1/38 and 1/18, respectively). Second, the MFE on the emission
spectra suggest that the emission quantum yield of the monomer excited state was much higher than that of the excimer
excited state (Fig. 5a and Fig. S7, ESI†). Third, the contribution
of excimer emission (Iexc) was comparable to that of the monomer emission (Imono) in PyZn_5 and PyZn_10 (Imono : Iexc =
2.4 : 1.0 and 0.6 : 1.0, respectively; Fig. 5c and d).13 If the excimer
species were ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2, Iexc should be much smaller
than Imono for PyZn_5 and PyZn_1014 according to the first and
second points above, but this would contradict the third point.
Therefore, we concluded that the excimer emissive species
in this system was not ZnII(hfac)2(PyBTM)2, but the ZnII(hfac)2
(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) dimer. Considering the similarity between
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emission behaviours of PyZn_R under a magnetic field and that
of PyBTM-doped aH-PyBTM, a similar mechanism for the MFE
was expected, where the magnetic field modulates the spin
multiplicity changes of the dimer in both the ground and
excited states (Fig. S8, ESI†).7,8
In conclusion, the luminescent behaviours of PyBTMsubstituted ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)2 crystals, PyZn_R, depend
on the radical concentration and external magnetic field.
PyZn_1 displayed emission from the monomer ZnII(hfac)2
(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) and this emission was not magneticfield–sensitive. In contrast, PyZn_5, PyZn_10, and PyZn_20
displayed both monomer and excimer emissions, which were
modulated strongly by the magnetic field. These are the firstreported examples of excimer emission and magnetoluminescence in luminescent radical-coordinated metal complexes.
Considering their emission properties and MFE behaviours,
the excimer emissive species was identified not as ZnII(hfac)2
(PyBTM)2 but as the ZnII(hfac)2(aH-PyBTM)(PyBTM) dimer.
These results suggest the general nature of MFEs on the
luminescence of radicals15 as well as the importance of the
type of interaction between radicals. Because complexation
could modulate the inter/intramolecular interaction of spins,
the development of MFEs on luminescent radical-ligated complexes would be a promising strategy, and this research surely
is an important step in developing new photofunctions based
on the interplay between spin and luminescence.
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